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#1. Non-destructive Crop
Objective:
To isolate the meaningful areas of the image so as to create a balanced and coherent visual
experience.
1. Select->All
2. Select->Transform Selection
3. Click on Constrain Proportions (see diagram below) and change W: to 75%. This will cause
your onscreen selection to contract. Select Confirm Transform (see diagram below) to create
your final onscreen selection.
4. Create a new Solid Color Adjustment Layer (first in list) from the Adjustment Layer icon at
the bottom of your Layers Palette and change the layer color to a solid black. Select OK to
create the Solid Color Adjustment Layer with an attached Layer Mask.
5. With the Layer Mask highlighted select Image->Adjustment->Invert to invert the mask.
6. You should now see your image with a thick black border around it. You can reposition the
mask by selecting it and moving it with the Move Tool. If you wish to alter the shape of the
crop highlight the mask and select Edit->Free Transform. Move the corners or sides by
grabbing with the cursor and dragging. When you have finished altering the crop select
Confirm Transform (see diagram below) to create your new crop.
7. Label the layer “Crop” and confirm that it lies directly above any image layers in your layer
stack,
Constrain Proportions

Confirm Transform

Keep the non-destructive crop at the very top of your layer stack throughout the optimization
process. When you have finished optimizing your image save the file with all layers and
adjustment layers intact. To print with your indicated crop hold down your Command (Control –
PC) and select the mask on the non-destructive crop layer. This will load the mask as a selection.
Next you need to Inverse the selection using the Inverse command in the Select menu. Now select
Crop from the Image menu. Your image should now be cropped and ready to print. IT IS
IMPORTANT THAT AFTER PINTING YOU EITHER SAVE THE FILE UNDER A NEW
NAME OR JUST CLOSE THE IMAGE WITHOUT SAVING. This way your original final
optimized file will still retain your non-destructive crop for possible alteration in the future.
Comment: I like to indicate crop early on in the optimization process. First of all it allows one to
define the areas that need to be cleaned and those that can be ignored. Secondly, it helps one to
more closely visualize the final image, which can impact optimization decisions.

#2. How to Safely Use the Dust & Scratches Filter
Objective:
To remove visually significant dust and scratch artifacts from the file to remove their impact on
the viewing experience.
Reference Technique: Removing dust and scratches with the use of a Dust & Scratches Layer
1. Make a copy of the Background and label it “D&S” (Dust & Scratches)
2. Find an area of the image that represents the “worst case” occurrence of the dust and/or
scratches you wish to remove and Zoom in on that area to 200%.
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3. With the “D&S” layer selected, select Filter->Noise->Dust and Scratches. In the dialog box
select a Radius of 1-2 and then move the Threshold toward Zero until the dust and/or scratches
disappear. The idea is to find the point where the Radius is at its lowest effective setting and the
Threshold is at its highest effective setting. This “balance” will insure that the least possible
damage will be done to the pixels that are not dust and/or scratches. You can check potential
damage to your image by turning the preview on and off. If only the dust and/or scratches are
affected by the filter then your settings are most likely optimal. You can ignore the effects on fine
desirable detail in the rest of the image since the end results will be limited with a mask to only the
appropriate areas of the image.
4. Now with the “D&S” layer selected add a black Layer Mask by clicking on the Mask icon at the
bottom of the Layers Dialog while holding down the Option Key. This will create a mask that will
block out all the effects of the “D&S” Layer. Any dust and/or scratches that where previously
removed now are back.
5. Now Zoom into the area where the dust and/or scratches need to be removed. With the D&S
Layer Mask selected and an appropriate sized brush, paint with white over the dust and/or
scratches you wish to remove. The white will poke a hole in the D&S Layer Mask letting the
effects (dust and/or scratch elimination) through. If you error and reveal effects that are
undesirable, simply paint them away with black. Using this method you can very quickly remove
excessive dust and/or scratches while protecting fine desirable detail.

#3. Using a Clone Layer
Objective:
To eliminate unwanted image elements. (For instance, removing visually distracting electrical
wires.)
1 Create a blank Layer directly above the Background Layer and name it “Clone”.
2 Select the Clone Tool from the Tool Palette and configure the Brush to an appropriate size and
hardness.
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3 On the Menu Bar select “Sample Current and Below”.
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Now with “Clone Layer” selected, clone out the unwanted image elements. All of your
editing will now be stored on the “Clone Layer”. To restore your image to it’s original state turn
off the “Clone Layer” visibility in your Layer Dialog box.

#4. Global - Luminosity / Color Adjustment
Reference Technique:
Setting a Black Point,
Add a Threshold Adjustment Layer. Move the Threshold Slider all the way to the Left. Then move
it to the right until the screen reveals the first occurrences of significant Black. Zoom in on that
area and place a Color Sampler on one of the black areas. This is accomplished by selecting the
Dropper Tool and, while holding down the Shift Key, clicking on the appropriate spot. This allows
one to mark the point where the Black point will be set. Once the Color Sample point is set the
Threshold Adjustment Layer can be cancelled. Now add a Curves Adjustment Layer, set the
Blending Mode to “Luminosity” and use the Set Black Point dropper to click on the Color
Sampler point previously selected. This will then “set” this point as the blackest point in the image
without altering the Hue or Saturation of the image,
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Next create another Curve Adjustment Layer with a the Blend Mode set to Color and using the Set
Grey Point Dropper set a Grey point to balance the image’s neutral values. Clicking around in
different areas of the neutrals will very often reveal a perfect point where the neutral values “fall
into place”.

#5. Regional – Luminosity Adjustment
Technique:
Isolate the area to be altered with a selection and create a Curves Adjustment Layer. This will
automatically create a Layer Mask that will restrict the changes to the area selected. Make your
adjustment and alter the edge hardness of the Layer Mask by softening it with Gaussian Blur, the
Refine Edge command or the Masks tool.

#6. Regional - Hue & Saturation Adjustment
Technique:
Isolate the area to be altered with a selection and create an appropriate Adjustment Layer
(Selective Color, Hue/Saturation, Color Balance or Curve). This will automatically create a Layer
Mask that will restrict the changes to the area selected. Make your adjustment and alter the edge
hardness of the Layer Mask by softening it with Gaussian Blur, the Refine Edge command or the
Masks tool.
Gradient Masking (Lighten or Darken):
Add a curve adjustment at the top of your layer stack and set it’s blending mode to 1. Screen if
you want to lighten or 2. To Multiply if you want to darken the image. Once the blending mode is
set the entire image will be affected. To restrict the effect to a particular edge select the adjustment
layers mask and, with the gradient tool set to white->black, click and drag a line from the edge
into the image. To insure that the gradient is exactly at 90 degrees hold down the Shift key which
will force the gradient selection to 90 degrees. This will create a gradient mask which will only
allow the selected effect to show through the lighter area of the mask. As the gradient approaches
black the effect diminishes to zero. If the gradient is not to your liking you do not need to undo –
just redraw the gradient. How far across the image you draw your line affects where the lightening
or darkening begins and ends. In the two examples below #1. Shows the effect before the gradient
mask and #2. Shows the effect with the gradient mask. As with many techniques this one can be
used with other blending modes and other adjustment layer types.
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#1.

2.

#
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#7. Creative sharpening, blurring, noise
Comment:
These alterations can be used to emphasize or de-emphasize elements of the image. For instance,
using a Gradient Mask in conjunction with a Lens Blur filter to blur the background can emulate a
limited depth of field and move the focus of the image forward. Sharpening the foreground more
than the background through the use of a gradient can also have a similar effect.

#8. Local Adjustments (Lighten,Darken, Sculpting, Mid-tone enhancement)
Reference Technique:
Creating a Lighten & Darken Layer
1. Create a new Layer (not an Adjustment Layer). Name it “L&D”, change the Blending Mode from
Normal to Overlay.
2. With the “L&D” Layer highlighted select your Brush Tool. The Flow of your Brush needs to be
set to a percentage that creates the proper amount of effect. A good starting point is around 8%.
Confirm that your brush size is appropriate and set to low hardness (I usually work with a 0
hardness brush). Also confirm that the “Spacing” on your brush is set to 25%.

Now paint over the area you wish to lighten or darken. Going over the
same area multiple time will “build” the effect. When you have finished you
can reduce the overall effect by lowering the opacity of the “L&D” Layer or
by changing the “L&D” layer Blending Mode to “Soft Light”. If you have
area where you would like to remove the effect altogether choose your Erase
Tool and, on the “L&D” layer, paint away the offending alteration.

If the L&D adjustments you make have altered local saturation hold down the
“Command” key and click on the “L&D” layer. This will cause the areas
you’ve altered to be selected. You may get a message like the one below:
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It just indicates that the selection is less than 50% density and as such it doesn’t display a
“marching ants” selection. Continue by adding a “Hue/Saturation” adjustment layer. Then using
the “Hue/Saturation” slider reduce the Master Saturation until the selected areas blend correctly
with the rest of the surrounding image.

#9. Enhancing Midtone Separation
1. Highlight your top layer in your Layers Palette then:
2. Holding down your Opt Key (Mac) / Alt Key (PC), select Merge Visible from the fly-down
menu on the right side of your Layers Palette. Be sure to keep the Opt / Alt depressed until you see
the blank layer update. You should now have an additional layer at the top of your layer stack. It
represents how the image would appear if you had flattened your layers. Rename this layer
“Midtone Contrast”

3. Next double-click on the Midtone Contrast layer icon to bring up the Layer Style Palette.
Change the Blend Mode to Overlay and lower the Blend Mode Opacity to 20%. Now move the
left “Underlying Layer” slider to 70. Now Split away the left side of that slider by holding down
the Opt / Alt key and move it to 50. Repeat the same process on the right “Underlying Layer”
slider, moving the sliders to 185 and 205 respectively. Then select “OK”.
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4. Now select Filter->Other->High Pass. In the High Pass Palette set the radius to 50 and select
“OK”. Now select Image->Adjustments->Desaturate. The Midtone Contrast layer is now
complete. At 20% opacity it should be very subtle, but noticeable. The effect can be decreased or
increased by raising or lowering the Midtone Contrast Layer opacity. I’ve found that the proper
setting can usually be found between 20% and 40% opacity. Above 40% one risks creating “halo”
artifacts that are visually distracting.

#10. Output Sharpening – High Pass Sharpen
Objective:
To increase apparent sharpness of the image and to add sufficient additional sharpness to
compensate for the “blurring” of the image due to the dot gain of the destination substrate.
Comment:
Sharpening is an image dependent, size dependent and substrate dependent process. It is best
performed as the last step in the process, just prior to output, There are several third party plug-ins
that do an excellent job. The one we use at The Image Collective is Photokit Sharpener II by
PixelGenius. It does the most flexible and precise sharpening of any third party product I’m aware
of. If you are intent on sharpening in Photoshop I recommend creating a separate composite layer
at the top of your Layer Stack to which you apply your final sharpening to. High Pass Sharpen
will enhance the edges of the objects in the image.
Creating a Composite Layer
Select the top layer in your Layer Stack and:
Next, hold down the Alt/Option key select Merge Visible from the fly-down menu of the Layers
Palette.
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This will create a layer that is a composite of all your layers and adjustment layer. It’s like
flattening your image while retaining all your original layers and adjustment layers. Now change
the “Blending Mode” of the “Composite” layer to “Overlay”. The image will now look dark and
contrasty. Now “Select” “Filter”-> “Other” -> “High Pass” and move the “High Pass Radius”
slider all the way to the left. With your image at 50% on-screen move the “Radius” slider slowly
to the right until an appropriate amount of sharpening has been added. Watch out for “halos”
around the edges of objects. Once you settle on what appear to be the right amount of sharpening
you can move the “Radius” slider back to the far left. Now you can hit Ctrl (Cmd) “Z” (Undo) and
the slider will return to the previous “Radius” amount allowing you to “A/B” your sharpening.
If you ever change the size of your output or the type of paper you can delete or turn off this layer
and create a new “comp” and resharpen.

#11. Annotating Your Images
Objective:
To optimize the quality of your output. Soft Proofing is in imperfect tool and only through actual
printing of a proof can one judge the effectiveness and success of image optimization.
• Print with Bi-directional enabled (High speed)
• Handle paper with care!
• Confirm paper is correctly loaded!
• Confirm print settings
• Keep track of your print settings!
• Check output under correct light temperature
• Adjust image and reproof if necessary
Reference Technique “Annotating your print files”
When proofing, it is absolutely imperative that you keep track of your settings. Without proper
record keeping one runs the risk of arriving at a final proof without complete information on how
you got there. With so many variables in the imaging and printing process I early on developed
methods to track my settings. I annotate both the physical proof as well as my digital file. Perhaps
the easiest tool to use is the Annotate Tool which can be found in your Tool Bar just above the
Hand Tool. With the Annotate Tool selected, click anywhere on your image and it will create a
“yellow sticky note” on your image. You can type any pertinent information onto the note and
once you’ve saved your image it will remain attached until you decide to edit or delete it. The
Annotation Note will not print. It can also be “collapsed” into a smaller icon by clicking on the
small box in the top, left-hand corner of the Note. The smaller icon can then be moved anywhere
on your image. I usually place them in the upper, left-hand of my image. Double clicking on the
icon will open up the note and allow you to edit it. To delete the note permanently hold down your
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Control Key and click on the Annotate icon. A Contextual Menu will drop down and allow you to
perform several functions including deleting the note. With proper annotation you’ll never open a
print file and find yourself wondering exactly how you printed the image.

#12. Final Output
• Check paper surface for defects & dust
Carefully examine your paper before you load it in your printer. With fine art papers I usually
lightly brush off the surface with a soft camel-hair brush. This insures that paper is free of any
particles of dust or paper fragments that could potentially block ink and leave unprinted spots on
the image.
• Keep fingers off print surface!
Touching the printable surface of your paper can leave oil that can prevent the proper absorption
of the ink resulting in undesirable artifacts in your image.
• Be careful when loading paper and when removing finished print from printer!
Without proper care one can significantly damage either your paper or your finished print. An
improperly loaded piece of paper cannot only cause time-wasting printer errors but in extreme
cases can cause paper jams that can damage the sheet. One must also take care in removing a
finished print. On the large format Epson printers, for instance, there are plastic tabs that are
hidden from sight that can scratch the final print if the paper is not carefully removed.
• Degassing - 48 hrs minimum
Final prints should be stored flat and separated with inexpensive “interleaving” paper for at least 48
hours prior to framing. This allows the “carriers” in the ink to “out-gas” or evaporate. If a print is
framed without sufficient time to “out-gas” the “carriers” will accumulate on the inner surface of
the glass or Plexiglas on form a noticeable haze. The paper will absorb some of this so it’s a good
idea to replace it with a clean sheet of interleaving tissue prior to storing or shipping.
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